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Abstract - Development problem of network
organizations’ modelling methods is considered in this
article. It is characterized with two fundamental directions
that are the basis of the scientific approach. The authors
offer one more aspect of modelling – taking into account
the influence on the object’s structure and the produced
products of external messages that carry structural rules, i.
e. the rules needed for similar objects modelling.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Developing and researching modelling potential for
doing practical tasks of any organizations within society
digitalization is rather significant. This kind of the
modelling problem has some features [1, 2]. To start
with, the modern stage of modelling development is
characterized with two main directions that are the basis
of scientific approach to modelling.
Firstly, this is a traditional fundamental approach that
is based on deep mathematical study of the object, the
aim of which is to define object domain, initial and
boundary conditions, to set a modelling scenario and to
analyze its results. This scientific field is characterized
by research papers of A.A. Samarsky [3] and other
scientists including studies of optimal control theory by
N. N. Krasovsky [4].
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Secondly, this is a well-known user-driven approach
(G. S. Pospelov’s school). The model appears when a set
of predeveloped standardized modules of the future
model are used as the representation of the nonprogramming practitioner, as the representation in the
situational dependence. This set gives the opportunity to
develop automated procedures of constructing the finite
mathematical model. In addition, special attention can be
paid to N.N. Moiseyev’s studies on tasks of system
analysis [5]. All approaches have their advantages, but,
in fact, do not cover all possible ways to organize
modelling processes.
For instance, V.V. Ivanishev school [6] indicates the
importance of comprehending internal essence of the
program part of the model for every particular
application, without which serious mistakes of
modelling are possible, because the structure and
principles of modelling programs are not accessible to
the authors of the mathematic models.
The paper describes the approach’s development as
another aspect of modelling taking into account the
influence of external prescriptions on the object’s
structure and on the products generated in it. These input
messages can carry structural rules, i. e. the external
rules strictly needed for modelling similar objects [7] –
[9].
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Tk – is semester time provided in each individual
discipline P of n educational program for the study of kdiscipline.
Mk – is the prescription for the study of K disciplines
in n educational program (“private structure” task of
mutual provision of the studied disciplines).

Thus, it seems to be very important to develop a
modelling method of network organizations’
management process.
The paper describes the methodology of defining an
organization as a network one. The article also examines
how input messages that carry structural rules and
solutions to management tasks of network organizations
affect its structure and its products.

III. INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENT DATABASES AS
THE BASIS OF MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENT

II. THE NOTION OF NETWORK ORGANISATION
MODEL

Considering
the
term
“structural
(data)
management”, we point out that it is tautological in the
information field because according to N. Wiener
information is management in terms of mathematical
optimization. Therefore, as we take this term to
underline the difference between this kind of
management and signal (structural-operator) one, we
regard it as structural management (management based
on analyzing changes in data links) as it is given in
scientific literature [10, 11].
First, it is necessary to clarify a few terms related to
this technology of management. We assume the obvious
fact that we need to define knowledge as data relation as
it enables to understand an input message as “structuring
signal of control”.
The authors in [10] aim to develop information
processes structurally and determine that the term
“data” includes the description of objects, their
environment, phenomena, facts, whereas knowledge, in
its general sense is a variable in time and context named
characteristic of the relations between pieces of data.
According to this definition, structural management
(management at the knowledge level) implies that two or
more systems understand equally (and perceive in the
same context) interrelated information given in a
language that carries and transmits data and knowledge
about the subject domain [12]. It is quite clear that the
concept “knowledge” always expressed in the language
of relations (predicates) is complex as it can be
implemented in numerous ways and is always linked to
the concept “data” [13].
These ideas are supported by G.S. and D.A. Pospelov
[14] who were the first to suppose that it is possible to
manage unimaginable objects using natural human
language. It is quite clear that in modern terminology
everything said above repeats and specifies this
hypothesis, indicates the need to organize management
based on using context-sensitive languages [15]. This is
the required non-computable thing that is mentioned in
the works [16, 17].
It is shown [10, 18] that the offered definition of
knowledge as a data link structure that can be observed,
studied and changed, leads to an engineering approach
of work with knowledge, to systems “with management
on structures”. This management, with some restrictions,
is quite applicable in modern computers. In addition, this
definition puts everything in order when we compare the
terms “database” and “knowledge base” and, ultimately,
enables to construct a non-signal paradigm of

Network organization stands out from others because
it uses mostly input messages specifically for the
arrangement of management that is connected with
maintaining its internal structure, management, leading
to provision of output product due to preassigned
structure of skills, knowledge and relations.
It is possible to say that the organization can be
completely regarded as network if there is a process of
structuring its network interactions in the chain from the
command (structuring) input message to the formation
on its basis of the finite product of a predetermined
structure. This external structuring is considered to be
the management process although somewhat different
from its generally accepted signal variant.
It can be written as the following model of a network
organization using the case of a university. To avoid
confusion, it is necessary to note that this is a model of
the prescribed organization of the educational process.
No optimization of this structure is possible simply due
to its purpose. However, research on minimizing the
costs of technical equipment supporting this structure
and of communication channels is essential.
Assume that SFSES is an integral prescription for the
organization of the entire educational process in all
universities throughout the country set by the federal
state educational standards (FSES).
N

Then

S FSES =  S n _ EMA

, i.e. the general

n =1

standard contains its differentiation for the organization
of training in N educational programs at the level of
education and methodics associations (EMA).
It follows that structure Sn of the prescribed
organization of the educational process in n educational
program is described with the expression modelling it,
containing the foundations of specified generalized
prescription:
K
K
n
n 
 K
S n ⊆  ∑ pkn , ∑ Tkp , ∑ M kp 
k =1
k =1
,
 k =1

(1)

where:
Pk – k is a discipline from K disciplines provided for
the study in Sn structure of n educational program;
pn – is an index for the constituent parts of the model
in relation to each particular discipline P of n educational
program;
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management – a management paradigm which requires
structural changes of the object carried by input
messages.
At the logical level of representation (Fig. 1) the
system which stores both data and knowledge
understood as described above consists of a related
database (DB) and a knowledge base (KB), which can be
together named just as an information base and a tool
(system) of its development and maintenance (IBMS). In
[10] this construction is considered as a “template” for
the relational construction of an intelligent system. This
paper examines it only as “a half” of the system with its
own structure, changing under the influence of external
messages in a language close to natural. Let us consider
this question.

academic subjects P, the correspondence of the
academic discipline and hours of the corresponding
lectures and practical lessons T), then this is a description
not only of the organization itself, but of its current state.
From this description, that is an updated model at the
core, one can make automatic selections and
comparisons with standard prescriptions for organizing
the structure of an organization (in our case, a
university). It is possible to update the model
continuously simply changing the links between pieces
of data or entering new data based on the results of
external messages analysis.
As given in a number of works [10, 20, 21, etc.], for
the practical implementation of this update method of the
database content, two-component construction shown in
Fig. 2 is needed.
The given construction has the ability to store
necessary information in relational (predicative) form –
pieces of data (including numeric and text) and the links
between them. We assume (see Fig. 2) that Base 1
contains the last known variant of links. At the same
time, Base 2 contains the same variant of data links
through the same relations. After some time Δt, Base 2
receives a new message about the desired new structure
of links in connection with either a directive instruction
about the change in the structure, or with a research of
the possible consequences that occur after the
introduction of a new structure.

Fig. 1. Logical level of information base representation

One of the most successful approaches to
representing a natural language saving its basic semantic
constructions is the use of predicate constructions over
it. The simplest thing here seems to replace full-length
sentences of natural language with simple ones, which
ideally consist of a subject, a predicate and an object.
Theoretically it is possible only with a loss of the
semantic part which is common for complex
expressions. It is known [19] that for the simplest
situations, partially formalized constructions with a
limited thesaurus, such losses are negligible.
The above mentioned simple sentences are
“templates” for constructing sentences of the predicate
type, which have the form data–relation–data, i.e.
completely appropriate for being written in the standard
predicate form ARB. As shown in [19], verbs that
represent relations are subject to the same formal logic
as logical operators (the laws of commutativity,
transitivity and others are executed with some special
additions corresponding to the “internal logic of thinking
in the terminology of this area”).
Consequently, in Fig. 1 we have not only a relational
base, but also a construction that separately stores pieces
of data and the relations between them, called
knowledge. It hardly needs to be explained that it ensures
the storage of the structure described by a set of data and
relations, and if this is a description of an organization
(for example, the relations of academic disciplines
among themselves M, the names and content of

Fig. 2. Two-base variant of updating stored structures

In the latter case, it is also possible to organize the
check of the failure consequences of some technical
means (or the impossibility of conducting any discipline)
for the entire situation connected with the preparation of
the finite product. We have already had the criteria for
such an assessment based on the changed structures of
the object (the teaching process at the university).
In any case, the two-base construction saves the
existing variant of the structure and makes it possible to
assess the consequences of a disturbing situation without
practical experiment.
For example, after making the plan of studies at
university, it is possible to compare it with the
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requirements of the federal state educational standard
(FSES) and other similar possibilities.
In case of purposeful work with data structures
(providing the process with constant update of links due
to subject-object communication or external messages),
a base consisting of several information bases can be
considered intelligent and controlling, generating a
control message “from changing the structure” (Fig. 3)
[10].
We can give the following comment about this
system, i.e. the system of automatic communication.
Terminologically, the “property of intelligence” of the
system is synonymous with management and can be
used only as a characteristic of the system complexity,
as the requirement’s indicator of precisely this kind of
management. In addition, according to N. Wiener,
“management is nothing more than sending messages
that effectively influence the behavior of their recipient”.

cybernetic representation or functional modelling. In this
case, we assume that in a certain area of admissible
control the transfer functions of the system have at least
continuity, i.e. we assume that the concept of “control
signal quantity” or “measurement” of a deviation in
deviation range makes sense.
Saving this paradigm for system-complex objects
automatically refers us to the level of their cybernetic
model (a model that does not create an individual
information image of a system with a variable structure
of links). This modelling causes pointlessness of any
attempts to organize management in high-level
languages (not programming languages, but natural,
context-sensitive languages), the transition to which,
specifically for the purpose of managing public
institutions (the universities belong to), was
recommended in work [14].
The system view indicates [10, 11, 24] that in order
to resolve this contradiction, it is necessary to move to a
different management paradigm. It comes from the
concept of managing the changes in the links’ structures
of a certain system by changing the relations between
pieces of data and the coordinating procedure of this
structure between separate parts (object and subject) in
an intelligent system. Consequently, it is proposed to
name this paradigm the data paradigm of structures’
coordination or the structural management paradigm.
Let us consider this question in details. Feedback, as
a way to correct the subordinate function, does not exist
in intelligent systems with “image accumulation”
because of the absence of the evident subordinate
function in its classical view. Its place is taken by the
data structure and the apparatus for coordinating data
structures. This process is not recursive and, perhaps, not
even partially recursive [16].
A fundamentally important conclusion follows about
other management mechanisms in system-complex
situations (in particular, in the “network organizations”
[25]) and about the limitation of modelling such
situations not only by the inconsistency of the languages’
description with the context-independent approach, but
also by the management mechanism.

Fig. 3. Intelligent base as a set of information bases

Efficiency here means that we are initially talking
about an active system of two-way interaction of these
bases in Fig. 3. It can be considered that, the above given
definitions in the aggregate, the information and even
intelligent base receive their normal logical meaning the basis for the representation of time-dependent
updating knowledge. Thus, the logical level shown in
Fig. 1 of the information base representation is the main
block for constructing a management system, consisting
of numerous blocks that have different purposes and
interact with different data flows. In the terminology of
the network organization Fig. 3 reflects the process of
changing the structure under the influence of external
messages.

V. CONCLUSION
Thus, as it follows from the work [10], modelling
“complex according to K. Boulding” object [24] with the
help of even an intellectualized automatic control
system, we admit that its observability is limited not only
by the possibilities of its representation, but also by the
fundamental replacement of the acceptance mechanism
of management decisions. As it is known [26], in the
theory of automatic control, observability is a dual
concept of controllability if all its state variables can be
directly or indirectly determined from the output
(measured) vector of the system.
From a systemic point of view, observability is
determined, first of all, by the system’s language of
representation, its communicative power. Observability

IV. STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT PARADIGM
The introduced term of an intelligent base as a part
of interacting data and knowledge bases is constructive,
because in this context a new management paradigm is
constructed [10, 11].
The classical management paradigm (“signal” or
“transfer” paradigm) comes from the concept of a
control signal expressed in analog or digital form,
control of the achieved management result and its
correction for deviation by changing the transfer
characteristics of the feedback control system [22, 23].
This kind of paradigm is natural and acceptable for
systems which descriptive complexity allows their
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is maximum when the language is the system's own
language, in situation when this language is adequately
perceived by the observing system. In other cases, the
system is observable with restrictions. The problem of
stability of these systems is generally adequately
considered only at the level of the homeokinetic plateau
mechanism [10, 16, 27].
This work does not aim to use completely the new
management paradigm for restructuring the network
organization under external information flows. Today,
the full implementation mechanism of such management
is still extremely expensive to implement, and it is not
needed in full under the realities of modern requirements
for the arrangement of management at the level of the
“educational doctrine” of federal state educational
standards [28].
In compliance with the objectives of the research:
Work has been done to form the concept of a network
organization as an organization in which the process of
creating and transforming the internal structure of
relations is required and carried out.
It is determined that network organization is an
integral part of the external network that manages it and
manufactures products reflecting the main content
features of the components that form the structure of this
network.
It is indicated that Pospelov's hypothesis about
working with a textual representation of the
organizational structure of an organization is necessary.
Conceptual models of the network organization are
formed. They are focused on the representation of the
university’s technical means comparing their real
structure and the structure required by the federal state
educational standard.
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